Rescue of a Sendai virus DI genome by other parainfluenza viruses: implications for genome replication.
Using a defective interfering Sendai virus stock (DIH4) freed of nondefective helper virus, we found that the closely related parainfluenza viruses 1 and 3 could substitute for the Sendai virus helper in replicating DIH4, creating chimeric nucleocapsids. The morbillivirus measles and the rhabdovirus VSV could not substitute. When DIH4 is incubated intracellularly for 5 days in the absence of help, the ability of PIV3 to rescue DIH4 at this time depended on fresh Sendai virus polymerase. The PIV3 polymerase apparently can only copy the chimeric template, but not that wrapped in the homologous Sendai NP protein. These results suggest that the cis-acting RNA sequences important for genome replication, e.g., the promoter and the encapsidation site, have been conserved among these viruses, but that the interactions between the polymerase and the template protein NP are unique for each virus.